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Given the following output:

prompt> myapp

[1]+ Stopped myapp

prompt>

Which of the following commands will resume executing the stopped process while allowing the
user to continue to type commands at the command prompt?

A.	bg myapp

B.	continue myapp

C.	exec myapp

D.	fg myapp

E.	myapp &

Answer: A

Explanation:_Process_can_start_either_in_foreground. Running the process in foreground allows

only one command can enter at a time because we will get the shell to type another command until
finishing the current command. But background process allows to run the more than one command
at a time. To run the process in background just append the & at the end of the command.

Again in 1982, five pc sellers formed the Affiliation of Higher Pc Sellers, Inc. (ABCD). Within the
following decade, ABCD began CompTIA initiatives and was rechristened the Computing Know-how
Business Association. It represented the affiliation's creating position within the pc industry across
the US. Subsequently, networking, UNIX, mobile computing, imaging and multimedia had been
introduced under its purview. At present, it issues certification for skilled programs comparable to
CompTIA A+ certification.

The CompTIA Security+ examination is targeted at IT professionals. Aspirants are expected to have
500 hours of practical work expertise to qualify for this certificates examination. In 2006, a change
was made within the CompTIA A+ take a look at, whereby aspirants had to write another related test
(CompTIA A+ Important 220-601) in addition to the three different exams: 220-602, 220-603, and
220-604.

The CompTIA A+ certification examination is very sought by IT skilled, as it's thought of the trade
normal for determining the information of hardware and software. Referred also because the ntry
level?examination in the IT parlance, the A+ certificate check has two parts: CompTIA A+ Important
and CompTIA A+ Practical Application. It is obligatory to pass each tests.

Designed with technical assist personnel in thoughts, the A+ certification is supposed for novices in
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the IT industry. This equips students with the important information and dealing of IT-related
services. It helps students embark on an IT profession with arms-on invaluable expertise, and
affords them vast job opportunities. The CompTIA A+ certification not solely empowers students
with the necessary technical experience, but it surely additionally validates their expertise in
technical assist services. The certification can just about unshackle college students from limitations
of IT knowledge and give them the chance to augment their expertise and experience. It is for such
reasons that every IT pupil desires to get hold of this certificate.

What makes CompTIA A+ Certification so special? The certification shouldn't be only
acknowledged, but additionally most well-liked by main producers, service suppliers and IT
organizations. Recognized as the only generic global IT assist qualification, this certification gives
the requisite knowledge and expertise to help IT programs and users.

Within the US, the CompTIA examination would cost about $170. The time allotted for this laptop-
based mostly take a look at is one hour half-hour and carry 900 marks, with a minimal passing mark
of 675. On a mean, the examination paper would have a hundred questions. With no stipulations,
the A+ Certificate examination would be valid for 3 years from the date the candidate completes his
course successfully. Usually, the test report is introduced immediately after the examination.
Candidates could write the examination in English, Spanish, German, Turkish, Portuguese and
Japanese.

Common questions found in the A+ Certificates assessments are:

a) multiple selection with a single reply, where the candidate must choose one answer from the a
variety of choices

b) multiple alternative with a number of answers: right here the candidate is asked to select several
options, and

c) fill within the blanks, where the candidate has to pick the missing text.

The CompTIA A+ Certification not solely advantages students, but in addition employers would have
added benefits in using the licensed personnel. Hiring these professionals can improve buyer
satisfaction, lead to repeat business orders, enhanced productiveness, increase business
requirements, simplifies recruitment course of and decrease training expenses. Some IT
corporations have made it necessary for their IT personnel to obtain the CompTIA A+ Certification.
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This a CompTIA Network+ is generally a vendor-certification supplied by schools and universities to
IT specialists after efficiently completing a network course. This course is especially about network
security and administration.

Article Keywords:
The Project+ exam is given out by the computer technology industry association to certify aspiring
project managers in their skills to manage and direct assigned projects given a time frame and
budget.
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